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Docs as code





DevOps as a Context



Waterfall Methodology in Software Development





DevOps: improving the overall delivery chain of software 



Image from https://digital.ai/catalyst-blog/the-essential-devops-terms-you-need-to-know



From techdoc perspective

Adapting to an Ever-Growing Demand









Who else is better qualified to assess the quality 
and accuracy of content than the SMEs? 



Templates, tools, methodologies



Anne Gentle, Docs like Code



Integration



testing



deployment



and monitoring.



Visual from I’d rather be writing, Tom Johnson





Adapt to more technical environments



Tools



Tools



Tools



Tools



Tools



An intermediary figure: docOps





DocOps is about maximizing diversity on both ends of the content continuum: an open-
ended potential array of content contributors, with content source kept in one distributed 
repository, and delivered in myriad forms and formats, as needed, to all the right 
endpoints. 

Dominick, B. Codewriting: Collaborative Documentation Ops for the Agile Age















Place the documentation as close as possible to the code



Merging different cultures



Challenges



A steep learning curve



Loss of Semantization and Metadata



Lightweight DITA



Content Delivery Portal: Fluid Topics





Conclusion



Towards an ultra-specialization?



It is not a replacement, it is a continuation. 
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